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Abstract. The purpose of this note is to show that the cornvexlty (or intersection) cut ideas can 
be exploited to special advantage for integer programs WB h c( rtain structurtc;. in p3rtic~JkJr. we 
show how to cbtain new cuts for “multiple choice” and other related “conlhinatorial” prob- 
lems. Qur approach can usefully be applied to problems i nvoljrinS logical alternatives without 
having to reformulate (and enlarge) such problems b,: th : addition of 0 - 1 variables and ass~at- 
ed linear constraints. 
1. Mu1 tipie choice constraints 
Many practical applications of integer pro@amming involve can- 
straints of the form 
or, more generally, 
where each variable Xi is constrained to be 0 or 1, a,:! k is ZI integer 
constant that depends cn the set Ic!. 
Such “multiple choice” constraints are often i&xhxud, for example, 
to model certain logical alternatives wkh, in their c;impkst form, nlay 
be expressed by statements uch as “k of 111 conditions must be satisfied”. 
Because of the pervasiveness of prxtical si tu;r t ions giving rise to 
multiple choice constraints (e.g., situations involving scheduling, JQUtiJI& 
allocation, switching and investment decisions), special solution meth- 
* Original version received 28 May 1971; revised version rccciwd 20 Illar~*h 1972. 
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ads for accommodating such constraints are particularly desirable. The 
class of solution methods based upon the convexity cut approach, which 
has emerged from ideas of Young [ 9,1 O] and Balas [ l-31 (and of Tui 
‘, ,) in the context of nonlinear programming), has proved to be especial- 
ly germane to applications in more general contexts, and, as we show 
here, also provides a useful bask for more specialized investigations.’ 
in the development to follow, we propose convexity cuts capable of 
eliminating solution points that are not eliminated by methods designed 
for more general integer programs. Some of our results can also be ap- 
plied directly to the “logical alternative ” situations out of svhich multi- 
ple choice constraints often arise. Moreover, we show how this cm be 
done without introducing either the multiple choice constraints {and 
their @- 1 veriables) or the associated “auxiliary constraints” that are 
ordinarily required to mod& such alternatives. 
2. Convexiiiy cuts: batr:kground 
Convexity cuts can be aplplied to any problem whose constraints 
imply 
(1) XEC= {x:~=B,~-Bt:i+~0) 
and 
(2) XES, 
where, in general, S may be any of a wide variety of sets, but in the pres- 
ent context will be takn to bi: 
(3) x: C xi=kandxi=C)orl,iEM , 
iE M I 
and M is some subse:t (not necessarily proper) of the index set for the 
components of X. The cone C’ defined b:y (1) corresponds lto a basic 
feasible representation of a linear program; i.e., t represents the vector 
&)f current nonbasic variables (whose components may be contained 
among the components of x ), and x = B, identifies a feasible extreme 
1 t’ cuts of Young were, in fact, originally introduced in ;he specmlized setting of multiple 
choice consUfain ts. 
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point of the linear program. Without loss of generality, we shall also 
suppose in the present context that .X = B, yields 
(4) lzXi>O f EM, 
and tha.t the equation 
(5) C Xi=k 
iEM 
holds for all x E C. 
The f ndamental result concerning convexity cuts may be sated as 
follows i 51 . 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a comxx set whose ijlterior contairls B, but 110 
points of S. Then i,’ tlT is a positive nuvrz~~r such that 
(6) Bo-Bit; E R forallj> 1 , 
thei? the cut inequality 
is satisfied by all x = B, -B t E C n S. 
In words, the lemma says that if the jth edge of the cone C ian be 
extended a positive distance t; such that the endpoint of this edge still 
lies in R, then the hyperplane that passes through each of these end- 
points, given by 
* at, ) . --It.= I l 9 
determines avalid cut that separates B, from the points of C n S. (B, 
is separated from these points under the assumption that the columns 
Bi of B are linearly independent since this implies that x = B, can occur 
only for t = 0, and hence cannot occur for any t satisfying (7).) 
We shall provide two applications of this lemma to yield cuts for the 
multiple choice problem, the first involving an extealsion of ideas dealclop- 
ed by Balas, Bowman, Clover and Sommer [ 41 to obtain. cwts from the 
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” dual” of the unit hyperzube, and the second involving an extension 
of ideas of Glover and Klingman [ 71 for identifying suitably defined 
corllections o,f coordinate Ihyperplanes to serve as R. 
3. -4 deformed dual of ,thel unit hypercube 
As established in [ 41 I and acceptable choicqe of R may be given by 
the set of x satisfying 
1,vher-e m = ilcfj (thle order of M). This region defines a polyhedron which 
circumscribes the RZ dimensiona! unit hypercube (defined by 0 5 xi 5 1, 
i E M) and which is “dual” to this hypercube in the sense that a one-to- 
one correspondence exists between the wt- 1 dimensional faces of the 
circumscribing polyhedron and the vertices of the hypercube. 
We :hd now indicate a related region, which may be called a “de- 
formed tillal”, that cons&.&s an acceptable choice of R for the multi- 
ple choice prloblern. 
Theorem 3.1. Assrrme the> solutim x = B, satisfies (4) and (5) but does 
met satisfy x E S for Sgiwn by (3). Thw for any value of v >* -i, a 
va,fid choice of R is given by r’he set of all x contained in the convex 
.E’rocf* Define the two sets MO = {i E M: X; = 0}, M, = (i E M: xi = 1). 
T.kP 
,’ ? 
For Y E S, with S defir1ec.l I)y (3), IM,j = m-k and 1M, I = k, and hence 
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Thus the region specified by (8) contains no points of S in its interior. 
TO prove that BO is in the interior of this region, let x* = B, and de- 
fineP= {iO4: (1 +u)x; 2 4) andQ= {EM: (1 +u)x~ < 4). Let 
p = IPl and cl = IQ/, and define w = XM ;( 1 + u)x,* -4 1. Then 
W- -(l+u) c.x;- 
( P c ) Q 
xi* -4p+4q 9 
which, using zPx; + ZQxy = k and p + y = m, gives 
+$m-p. 
Defining h = k-p and h* = max { z, *I}, and using the facts that XT < 1 
and CPx; <_ k, we obtain Xpx,F < k--h*. 
Incorporating this inequality into the pr.evious expression for u’ and 
collecting terms gives 
w < +rn + uk-(2(1 +v)h*-h). 
From the assumption u > -4, this yields the two possibilities 
W= jm+uk and/z* =tz 4, 
w<‘im+vk, 
In the first case, it follows that Z&x: = k, and hence x* E S, contrary 
to assumption. This leaves the second case, whkh implies that BO is in 
the interior of the region given by (8), as desired. 
The preceding theorem demonstrates that (8) provides an acceptable 
choice of R, but gives no indication of whether this region can give 
rise to cuts that are deeper along any dimension than cuts obtained 
from the dual of the unit hvpercube (i.e., cuts obtained for j.he case 
v = 0). Moreover, there is no guide as to whether positive or negative 
values of u may be preferable (if either). To remedy this situation, we 
will show that nonzero values exist for u that permit approximately 
half (or more> of the edges of C to be extended beyond the boundaries 
of the dual of the unit hypercube, thus yielding a deeper cut along thesl: 
edges. In addition, if these edges do not exhaust all edges of C we will 
show that other values of u exist that permit approximately 41 of the re- 
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maining edges of C to be extende’lj beyond the dual of 
cube. §uch possibilities, and other!;, are a consequence 
l suits. 
de choice problem 
thr: unit hyper- 
of the following 
Thwrem 3.2. Dejke yi = (1 +v)x,, and let Pand Q constjtute uny par- 
tition of the set M such tijat yi > 4 for dl i E P alzd yi 5 -) -for al! i E Q. 
‘?%en if .x sabjies (5) (Z,M Xi = k), it fOl’lGWS that 
(9) 





\ z / 
P 
Yi=~(kcp+kv) 3 
where q is the order of Q and p is the order of P. 
Proof. First, we expand the lefthand side of (9) by noting that 
Using the fact that ZMYi := ZpYi “CQYiandp+q=m, (lO)isthusob- 
tained by adding ZZQ-);‘i + q to both sides of (9) and clearing terms, 
and (1 I) is obtained by carrying out correspcndins operations with the 
quantitity --2C,y,, + p. 
Theorem 3.2, by itself, provides the basis for a more efficient method 
%an that of [4] for determining the cut from the dual of the unit hyper- 
cube in the multiple choice context (i.e.., by reference to (10) and (I 1) 
with v = 0). Howt:ver, it also gives rise to somewhat more extensive con- 
sequences by means of the following result. 
‘FZnewem 3.3. Let Xi, yj, P and Q be given as in Theorem 3.2, let Wi = 
(1 + ~A)X~~Q~~~LE.TUHH~ that Wi > 4 fordE in Pand W; 5 _3 foralliE Q. 
iFhm for v X-1 , (9) implies 
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(12) El w&<jrn 0k.4 
M 
if U < u and ZQJ~~ > 0, Ol’ if V > u and ZQyi < 0. 
Proof. From the definitions: lJJj-% 1 = lWj_4 1 + (U-U)Xj if i E P and 
1yj-4 I = Ivy; I -(~-rl)~j if Q f Q. Thus 
5 rvi-f I = C I 
M 
lVj_4 1 + (U-U) C Xj- C Xi . 
P Q 
Using the fact that Zpxj + ZQXj = k, adding 2(21--u) ZQxi to both sides 
of (9) and clearing terms yields 
C IWj-4 1 = +rn + h-U + 2(V-U) E Xi . 
M Q 
The inequality (12) follows at once from the assumptions of the theo- 
rem by noting that +xi has the same sign as &yi. 
One of the chief implications of the two preceding theorems is the 
followkng. 
Corollary 3.4. Let x* denote the point of in tersectiojl of an edge of C 
with the dual of the, t/nit hypercube. Let Q1 = {i E ICI: xr < $ ), Q2 = 
{i E M: x,? 2 4 ) anI3 let q1 and q2 denote the orders oj* QI and Q2, 
respectively. Then jbr Iv! sufficiently small, x* lies strictly in the in- 
terior of the deformed dual of the unit hypdrcube if q 1 > m-k and 
v > 0, or if q2 < m -4 and v < 0. 
Proof. If q1 > m -4. we stipulate that v satisfy (1-2x,* )/2x:* 2 v > 0 
for all positive xi*, i E p1, and if q2 < LF~, we stipulate that v satisfy 
0 > u 2 (1-2x,* )/2x; for all i E A4-Q2. Then ( 1 + u) XT < 1 for i E Qh , 
and (1 + v).x; 2 4 l’or i E M-Qh , where h = 1 or 2 as appropriate. Let- 
ting u of this corolky correspond to IV of Theorem 3.3, and letting u 
of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.2 equal 0, it follows that the variable 
*Vi of these theorems may be equated with xi* , whereupon condition 
(12) of Theorem 3.3 reduces by (10) of Theorem 3.2 to the stjpuk 
tions indicated for 71 and q2 in this corollary. 
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Thg: basis for the earlier assert&n that there exist values OS' u for 
which (roughly) half or more edge :s of C can be extended beyond the 
./oundaries of the dual of tht3 unit hypercube, can now be demonstrated. 
If then: are no (or few) X$ values i hat equal 4, then 41 will equal (or 
nearly (equal) rvt--y2 and it is probitble that at least one of the condi- 
tions Q L > nl -k or y2 < HZ--~ will hold. Since values of xl? close to f 
contribute little to satisfying C 1~; -4 1 = 4 m, the scarcity Iof such values 
may reasonably be expected. Thus, given the high likelihood that ;I.ny 
given edge ol’C can be extended beyond the dual of the unit hypercube 
for tither v ;> 0 or u < 0, it follows in general that ha’lf 01’ more of these 
edges will be susceptible to s,uch extensions fsor at Iiast one of these 
sign conditions on u. 
One would, of ccurse, expect u > 0 to lead to deeper cuts ,when k is 
large and similarly expect u <: 0 to liead to deeper cuts when k is small 
(considering the probable eze of satisfying q1 > m - k.and q2 < m -k 
in these circumstances). This expectation may be made .precise for k = 
uz -- 1 and k = 1, as indicated in the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.5. !j’- k = m- 1 (or k = I), then the point of ictersectiorz x* 
with the dual of the unit hypercube is always interior to ithe deform- 
cd drrad for some v > 0 (or v < 0) unless Z,x; = k and L&)x; = 0. :* 
Proof. We verify the corollary for the case k = m- 1; the alternative case 
follows similarly. In view of Corollary 3.4, the only possible exceptions 
to Corollary 3.5 must arise for 4 1 = rl and 4 1 = 0. The latter is impossible 
by Theorem 3.2, as seen by equatingyj with xi* (hence setting u = 0) and 
equating ql with q_ Then for 4 = 0, (11) yields ZMxr = 4 (2m- 1) # 
M- a. Applying The0re.m 3.2 sirnllarly to the case Q = 1, we obtain 
S&Y; = 0 by f lo), and hence &XT = k, as stipulated. 
Although we have shown that values of u exist that permit many (and 
in the case of Corollary 3.5, typically all) of the edges of C to be ex- 
tended beyond the dual of the unit hypercube, the attempt to specify 
“best” values of u in advance runs into considerable difficulty. However, 
once a value cf u is specified, the conditions (10) and (11 j of Theorem 
3.2 make it possible to calculate the intersection of an edge with the 
lboundary of tihe deformed dual quite readily, and thus a convenient 
proccdusJ approach is to select a few positive or negative trial values 
(gui’dcd by Ccmliary 3.4) and thereby determine a“prefenTed” value 
adaptively. 
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4, Convexity cuts by reference to coordinate hyperplanes 
WI: now specify cuts for the multiple choice problem that are partic- 
ulary easy to implement, drawing on ideas paralleling those of Clover 
and Klingman [ 71 and introducing specializations appropriate to the 
present context. 
The combinatcbrial character of the multiple choice problem refiect- 
ed in the statement “each feasible point must lie on at least k hyper- 
planes of the form Xi = 1” (which is implied by (5) and Xi = 0 or 1), 
makes it tempting to consider a convexity cut strategy that extends each 
edge of C until it has intersected exactly k of the hyperplanes Xi = I. 
Plausibility is giver! to this strategy by the argument hat, since every 
solution must lie on a& Ipast k of these hyperplanes, and since the edge 
extension is termirrated upon encounteritzg any k such hyperplanes 
(possibly not even the right ones), the edges, therefore, canTlot hz\ve 
been extended too far. Unfortunately, this strategy is not generally 
valid. However, there is a special version of this strategy that is valid, 
thou& for different reasons than those cited. 
The special version deals with the case in which each feasible solu- 
tion must lie on at least o~te of a specified set of hyperplanes. Then, in 
fact, each edge of C may be extended until it encounters exactly one 
member of this set. 113 the context of the multiple choice problem, this 
assertion may be expressed in the following way. 
Theorem 4.1. Assigmp that the solution x = B, satisfies (4) and (5 ) but 
does nG t satisfji x E 5 jar s given by (3). Let M* be arzy set condstit?g 
o-f m-k + 1 elements of the se! {i E M: bi, <I I}. Then an ucceptcrbEe 
region R for the cone ( 9city cut lemma is given bj? the intersection c_?f the 
half spaces 3-i :< 1 , i E M* . 
Protif. First, the slet {i E la/I: bi, < I } must contain at least ~n -4 + 1 
elements ince the comtillemeiltary set with respect o M can contain at 
most k-l elements -wi’thout satisfying x E S. By selecting M* as a sub- 
set of this set, it follows that B, must be in the interior of the intersec- 
tion of the half spaces Xi 5 1) i E M* . However, no solution x in S can 
be Tontained in the interior of this region since _yi = 1 must hold for at 
least one i Zn any m--./z f 1 element subset of M. This completes the 
proof. 
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It may immediately bh! nested that the foregoing theorem can !e ap- 
plied to the equahty 
where zi = I --xi. TThe result of such an apykntion is the following cor- 
ollary . 
The corollary can be proved either by reference to the transformed 
zi variables or by a direct argrlment. mirroring the argument hat sup- 
ports Theorem 4.1. (Similar use of the transformed variables gives rise 
to variants of‘ the theorems of Section 3.) 
Procedurally, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 can be implemented 
by extending each edge c/f C until it hits one of the hypesplanes xi = 1, 
i f M* , OX (respectiircly) Xi = 0, i E &I’. It is clear that some choices of 
M* and M’ may be substantially be t ter than c thers. Good (or at least 
undominuteri) choices can be determined by noting the sequence in 
which the hq’perplanes xi = 0, i E {,i E N: &i&3 *< I} (or Xi = 0, i E {iE M: 
hi0 b 0)) UC encountered as each edge is e:v;eended. For example, con- 
sider an application #of Corollary 4q2 to the commonly encountered 
situation in which k = 1, where for purposes of illustration we suppose 
that bi0 > Ofori= I,..., 4 and C b,as 4 edges that intersect he hyper- 
planes Xi = 0 in the fillow;ing sequence: 
edge 1: x2 = 0, x4 = 0, x1 t= 0, zc3 = 0 , 
edge 2: x4 = 0, x2 = G, x3 := 0, x I = 0 , 
ed,‘~C 3: X2 = 0,X, =0,X4 := 0,X, = 0, 
ed:ge4:_Y4 r0,x2 =0,x, -‘0,x3 =O. 
Then the pa!ir Jf hyiqerplanes .t’ 1 = 0, x3 = 0 would arpc:as generally to 
be a good choice for defining R since it permits uniformly deeper edge 
extensions fcr all ed!ges except edge 3, for which the pair x3 = 0, xq = 0 
is better. 
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Expanded 2Jpportunities for applying Theorem 4.1 and its corollary 
are indicated to follow. 
5. AcccPmmodating logical or combinatorial constraints 
Ht is often necessary in applications of integer programming to f:+ 
pand the desckption of a combinatorial problem (such as a problem 
involving scheduling or sequencing relationships) by the introduction 
of O-l variables and auxiliary constraint:;. In many cases, there is inore 
than one way to effect such an expansion to provide an adequate in- 
teger progra.:nming formulation, and the ease of solving the problem 
may depend crucially on the particular way selected. Thus, insofar as 
solution efforts may be influenced by how well a formulation captures 
the essence of the problem, it would seern desirable to be able to get at 
the underlyin g structure more directly, without encumbering an a!- 
gorithm with solving the fcrmztdutiwz as well as the problem it reprc- 
sents. CIf course, an immediate advantage of a direct approach,whzth- 
er or not the integer programming formulation obscures the prob- 
lem structure f;om an algorithmic standpoint, is the oppo -tunity it af- 
fords to dispense with extra memory acd calculation required to accom- 
modate additional variables a.nd constraints. 
For a variety of multiple choice and related combinatorial problems, 
a direct solutiBPn approach can be implemented by means of the ideas 
of the preceding section. We Fhall illustrate how this can be done by 
reference to the “classical” multiple alternative situaticr,, in which at 
least nz-k of yf2 vector inequalities kI 1 2 5 b; , . . . . A, 2 L h,,, arc rt - 
quired to be satisfied simultaneously. The integer programming formu- 
lation that accommodates these multiple choice requirements arises by 
introducing 0- 1 variables Xi, i E 111~ {1, . . . . VI:, where *yi = 0 sign fies 
that the ith vector inequality must be satisfied and Si = 1 conversely 
signifies that the ifh vector inequality may be violated. A number P/: 
is then identified for each i E M, where L\ is sufficiently large to i-r- 
sure that the inequality AiZ 5 bi + Ui will be completely redundant 
in the context of the problem to be solved. Thereupon the problem 
augmented with the constraints 
is 
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xi = QI or 1, i E M. 
I-Towever, instead of introducing the lndkated variables and con- 
straints, it is possible: by dragllring upon the ideas of the preceding sec- 
tion, to solve the rest of the problem without them, and then to check 
whether the ,multiplc altrrrative requirements are satisfied. If these re- 
quirements are not sat.isfied, irect application of thereasoning that sup- 
ports Theorem 4.1 (and in particular, its corollary), justifies the selec- 
tion of any k + 1 of the violated constraints. whereupon a valid con- 
vexify cut may be created by extending each edge of C until one of 
these <constraints becones satisfied. This procedure corresponds precise- 
lytc th: pr‘escription fbr implementing Corollary 4.2; that is, it ac- 
ccm$is.hes the same result a\s identifying an approlpriate set of k + 1 
Pperplanes of the form Xi =: 0 and extending each edge of C until one 
J these hyperplanes is encountered. 
A variety of combinatoria.1 restrictions that are more complex than 
the classical multiiple alternative restriction commonly arise in applied 
settings, and a brcI&i cliass of’ these may be accommodated by approaches 
essentially similar ZC, Ithe ow indicated,. The key requirement is to be 
able to transform thcsl: combinatorial restrictions into conditions which 
may be stated in the form “every feasi%e solution must lie on at least 
k of 1~ specified hyperplanes” (or more generally, in the form “no 
feasible solution is contained in the interior of more than ~-k of nz 
specified convex sets”). 
C’onjuctive requirements (“p” and “;!T” and “..) of course give rise to 
multiple cut alternatives by isolating and considering each term of the 
L‘onjuncticn separately. More difficult to accommodate are disjunctions 
{“/I” or “y’9 or . ..) which may be conjjunctively linked or contain con- 
junctions within their components. Rules of logic may be applied to 
obtain “normal” disjunctive and conjunctive forms, Lit these rules are 
dually at best only indirectly relevant o the kinds of combinatorial 
restrictions that arise in problems typically giver; integer programming 
formulations. In view of the ease of accommodating simple conjunc- 
tigns, nearly all combinatorial restrictions of interest can be handled 
in the convexity cut framework once a procedure is specified for han- 
dling the following category of disjunctive restriction. 
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Combinutorial disjunction. Let A$, denote 2 set of ml1 elements and 
let k, be an integer satisfying mh 2 kh 2 1, h = 1, . . ..p. Then the com- 
binatorial disjunctive restriction requires the selection of at least k, 
elements of M, or at least k2 elements of M, OY . . . OY at least kP ele- 
ments of Mp. 
The elements of the sets M, in the convexity cut framework correspond 
to hyperplanes (or convex sets), and the requirement o sclest at least 
kh elements of Mh may be interpreted as the requirement that every 
feasible solution lie at least ori kh of these hyperplanes (or within kjl 
of these convex sets). The basis for accommodating this restriction is 
given by the following theorem, 
Theorem 5.1. Let H,, . . . . H, denote fhe collection of every distinct sub- 
set of M, w M, u . . . U Mp such that each of these subsets contuins 
exactly mh -k, + 1 eleme:Us of fi!h for all h = 1, . . . . p. Thec7: the com- 
binatorial disjunctive rcstrictiorz is ecpivalent to reyuirirlg that at lw~ 
1 element be selected from HI and at least 1 element be se#!ected from 
H2 and, . . . . and at least H elemerr t be select ted from H, . 
fioof. First, let W be any set of elements that satisfies the combirlatorial 
disjunctive requirement. We want to show that W also satisfies ths simple 
conjunctive requirement of the theorem. Clearly, there ic, a subset W” 
of’ w that consists of kJI elements of some set Mh . Also, l:ach of the MS 
Hi, i = I, . . . . r, contains at least one of the elements of’ W* . For if not, 
there is a Set Hi that contains mh -- kh + 1 elements of bih , all 0“ the ele- 
ments different from the kh elements i+f w* , which contradicts the fact 
that Ml1 has only WQ~ elements. Thus, selecting at least one element fronn 
each set Hi does not compel the selection of any elemznts thz#.t are not 
in 1%‘. On the other hand, the union of the sets Hi contGns al! of the 
elements of W, and thus IV may be obtained by selectirlg at least one 
element from each Hj. Next, we assume that W is oMained 3y the selec- 
tion rule of the theorem and wish to she-w that ‘iV also satkfies the COM- 
binatorial disjunctive restriction. !Suppose on the contrary that 11’ con- 
tains only qh elements of each set A$, where k, - 1 > qh ‘L 0. Then 
mh --qk elements of each .jvh are not contained in ti’, which from 
?nh -qh 2 m), -k, + 1 implies that there is at least one set M, suc!l 
that I_li n W = $9. This completes the proof by contradiction. 
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Note that the application of Theorem 5.1 does n*irit require the gener- 
ation of all the sets Hi, but of only one of them (or as many as desired). 
Specsfically, if the elements of the sets MI1 are hyperplanes and the point 
.+ := B, does not satisfy the combinatorial disjunctive requirement, then 
a convexity cut may be created by selecting any HZ~~ --klI + 1 hyperplanes 
not containing B, (for every h = 1, .-.JI) and extendiing each edge of C 
tgntil it meets one of these selected hyperplanes. Agrin the strategy of 
noting the sequence in which hyperplanes are cneountered as each edge 
is extended may be used to improve the selection of hyperplares for 
determining acut. 
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